
In the *Materials and methods, Data collection and variables* subsection of this manuscript, the formulae used to calculate the Model for End-Stage Liver Disease-Na score were presented incorrectly as:

“The Model for End-Stage Liver Disease (MELD-Na) score was calculated using the following formulae:

MELD=10×((0.957×ln(creatinine))+(0.378×ln(bilirubin))+(1.12×ln(international normalised ratio)))+6.43 and MELD-Na=MELD+(0.32×(137−Na))−(0.033×MELD×(137−Na)).”

The correct version is:

“The Model for End-Stage Liver Disease (MELD-Na) score was calculated using the following formulae:

MELD=10×((0.957×ln(creatinine))+(0.378×ln(bilirubin))+(1.12×ln(international normalised ratio)))+0.643 and MELD-Na=MELD+(1.32×(137−Na))−(0.033×MELD×(137−Na)).”

The correct formulae were used in the data analysis so that the results stand as presented. Only the text was incorrect. The article has been corrected and republished online.